
CYBER MARKETING

Cyber Marketing for beginners and professionals provides information on research, plan, strategy, segmentation,
behavior, brand, CRM, traditional and cyber.

It allows the marketer to customise and focus even on individual customers in a mass market. However, for
our purpose, we shall define cyber marketing as that part of marketing which involves extensive use of
computers, especially the internet. It must not be too long or too short. Customer can also arrange for updating
himself in the precise area of his interest although from the most extensive sources of information possible. In
short, address must be short, attractive, meaningful, and simple. In fact, the recent growth in the area of
customer relationship management within marketing has been possible mainly due to the availability of these
cyber marketing tools. The promotions on internet can also be customised in a similar way. The interactivities
gained by both marketers and customers have the potential of unleashing very high levels of energy in the
marketplace restricted only by the creative limits of the market players. Another significant advantage offered
by cyber marketing is about the ease and speed of price collection from the customers. For example, a
marketer today can keep track of millions of customers simultaneously, segment them online, offer customised
products to individual customers, fix different prices, provide varying contents and styles of information and
deliver the products through appropriate modes of distribution to each of these customers. In order to specify
the group of business, specific words are used at the end of website like. It should contain moving or blinking
pictures with necessary links to attract and arouse curiosity. The rapid proliferation of internet based products
gathers a very large clutter of brands in least amount of time. The formulation of each of the elements or the
entire marketing mix may understandably be somewhat different froth the ones that might have been
developed without the access to the internet. Cyber marketing term became popular when computers started
getting used in marketing extensively. Conclusion According to Small Business Computing, the trend is for
small businesses to invest more online. Related Articles:. While cyber marketing can be seen within the larger
and familiar conceptual framework of marketing it also shows considerable differences from the conventional
marketing. This helps the cyber marketer as a better quality tool of connecting with the customers. It can be
placed in pen, card, calendar, reports, sticker, diary, label, and other articles. This kind of customisation when
offered on continuous basis becomes service to the customer of significant commercial value. Unlike
traditional marketing methods, cyber marketing is only performed on the Internet. This is further possible as
the customers can approach the cyber market from the locations and timings of their convenience. This is
explained as internet is seen to be overtaking some of the distribution intermediaries tasks, particularly the
information flow related ones, much more efficiently and instantaneously. This method works provided you
have accurate and up-to-date contact information. The increase in bandwidths and speed of internet
connectivity are like converting country roads into expressways. These differences account for the major
departures in the application of marketing and warrant specific attention to the study of cyber marketing.
Attempts must be made to popularize the website. Such data are often supplemented with the offline data
collected through alternative sources. Following general model tends to emerge from cyber marketing: Fig-1 :
Cyber Marketing Model In the above model the content from the marketers side are determined by the
objectives of marketers, understanding of the customers profile and whether the target customer community
already exists or needs to be created afresh. Internet can be seen as a virtual market on the web where the
customers and marketers can most conveniently interact from their own locations and in a very cost effective
way. These digitised products can directly be displayed, presented and even delivered through internet. The
seller can also optimise on price and profit realisation using the customer related data and the internal data
about items such as inventory levels, incremental costs and competitive strategy followed. This purchasing
power can help them to resort to "reverse auction" and secure best possible price deals from the marketers.
Full Cyber Marketing Small businesses that only have an online marketing presence follow a full cyber
marketing strategy. Advertising the Website: In order to make the website known to all, it must be properly
advertised. The history of the customer behaviour in terms of past transactions and internet viewing generate
rich data for this purpose automatically. They also ensure to become accessible by others through internet. The
medium is audio visual and therefore more attention centric. Moreover, they can also accommodate the new
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realities thrown open by the internet. In same way, web address must be communicated in advertising the
products through different media. Thus, customers get greater assurance about the transparency and reliability
of the marketers' offers. Since the customers have the opportunity of scanning all the information of their
relevance they are better prepared to transact when on internet.


